Duramax fuel filter housing assembly

The common rail injection system used on all Duramax engines from present allowed General
Motors to literally double the power output and fuel economy over the older 6. There is no
doubt, whatever version of the Duramax you own, it is often considered the best diesel engine
ever produced. If you do own one, you may have already replaced the injectors, or at least heard
about how bad the injectors can be and how expensive they are to change. This is a very
common misconception. There is nothing wrong with the injectors themselves. The problem is
with the GM fuel supply system and filtration. Isuzu originally designed the Duramax engine and
joined efforts with GM at their Moraine, Ohio assembly plant. So yes, the engine was originally
built by Isuzu, but it is in fact assembled in the US by GM technicians. GM did not take into
consideration that the Bosch injectors require a minimum of 4-microns of filtration. When GM
produced fuel filters to accommodate the Duramax engine and Bosch fuel system, they used a 7
micron fuel filter. So right from the start you are allowing particles almost 2 times larger than
the injector can even handle to pass through them. The 1 cause of injector failure in all common
rail engines is poor filtration, not bad injector design. The second thing GM failed to design
properly is the fuel supply itself up to the CP3 injection pump. There is noneâ€¦â€¦.. We're not
sure how GM thought this was going to be a good idea. The Dodge Cummins common rail uses
the same style CP3 injection pump as the Duramax engine and very similar injectors, but Dodge
uses a lift pump in the tank to push the fuel up to the CP3. This mean the CP3 only has to do the
job it was designed to do, and that is feed the injectors with high pressure fuel. This causes a
lot of excessive wear on the CP3 and the entire injection system. As the CP3 begins to wear, it
starts to cavitate under throttle. When air enters the fuel system it immediately causes
irreparable damage. According to an in-depth research study conducted by CAT, the 7 micron
particle has been shown to be the main cause of accelerated pump and injector wear in the
Common Rails producing upwards of 29,psi. CAT fuel filters are made to the highest level of
quality in a factory, specifically designed to produce 'zero tolerance' filters. CAT built this
factory that completely manufactures the filter without a human being touching it, because filter
manufacturing can be very tedious and boring, which results in human error. What does this
mean to you? It means our kit, and a simple minute install can save you thousands of dollars in
repair costs on your Duramax truck. Look at the fuel test data chart below analyzed by a
third-party lab showing the fuel station pump, oem filter, target ISO standards and the CAT filter.
It speaks for itself. Our Duramax Dual-Filter Kit is for both better fuel and water filtration and is
an inside-the-frame mounted nice and tight up under the cab. This kit requires NO drilling or
welding. The kit includes the pump, FB Baldwin filter bases, mounting bracket, 1-R CAT filter,
1-BF Baldwin filter, hoses, fittings, mounting hardware, mini tube-cutter and full-color detailed
instructions. The installation is very straight-forward and takes approximately minutes to
complete. Our Duramax Single-Filter Kit is for either better fuel filtration OR water filtration and
is an inside-the-frame mounted nice and tight up under the cab. This kit is mainly for guys that
have already installed a secondary fuel filter where the stock filter goes and just want the pump
and water separation. You can also use this kit for just better fuel filtration with the CAT filter,
but remember you are not protected from water running just the CAT filter alone, so leave your
stock filter in place for water. The kit includes the pump, an FB Baldwin filter base, mounting
bracket, 1-R CAT filter OR the BF Baldwin water separator filter, hoses, fittings, mounting
hardware, mini tube-cutter and full-color detailed instructions. This is very important on the
Duramax because not only does the CP3 have to provide the high pressure to the fuel rail, it
also has to do the job of sucking fuel from 15 feet away where other manufactures push the fuel
from inside the fuel tank up to the injector pump which is a much better design. This
overworking the CP3 produces unneeded wear over time and allows harmful air bubbles into
the fuel system from cavitation. The pump is a centrifugal design and is super quiet less than
40db because of the magnetically-driven based polyphenylene oxide impeller that sits on a
ceramic ball bearing inside. It offers many benefits over other pump styles out there because
the magnetic motor eliminates impeller slippage, it does not have a shaft, which means it has no
moving internal parts to wear out and is a brushless design. This combination makes the pump
a total flow-through design if it would ever fail, but also gives it a life expectancy of 50, hours
use on a 12 volt system. No filters you have to buy from the place you bought the kit. A
Common Rail injection system is very sensitive to any contaminants, which is why better fuel
filtration is so important in promoting long, healthy injector and fuel system life. The current
refined diesel fuel, is not clean enough for these high-pressure injection systems. Along with
our kits, we recommend that you leave the stock fuel filter installed. We also recommend the
use of a good, high-quality diesel fuel additive with each fill-up to further protect your complete
fuel system and give it the proper lubrication. We recommend either Stanadyne or Power
Service. Our Duramax Dual-Filter Kit installs over the frame rail and uses existing frame holes
for a nice clean mount inside the frame. It is a simple install of around minutes. This kit provides

the highest level of protection possible for the Duramax engine. Want to see the install
instructions before purchasing? Click here. The kit mounts at the back of the rear door, inside
the frame underneath. All returns must be approved by phone and in resellable condition which
means pump unused, mounting bracket not scratched, parts clean and the plastic still on the
filters. This kit also accepts the popular Donaldson P fuel filter as a replacement option for the
CAT filter. Want protection immediately, but can't pay until later? No problem! Click on the
banner below for info on 6 months, interest free financing. Want to see the easy install
instructions before purchasing? Email or call between Pacific time, Monday-Friday with
questions or installation help. Why we put the CAT filter in our kits. Our filters are placed before
the stock filter, so the stock filter catches any debris and particles downstream resulting from
filter replacement and maintenance. Filters are readily available in your town, not proprietary
from us. Less possible hassle from dealer being before the stock filter. Ours is not mounted
directly on the engine vibrating a heavy fuel-filled filter and bracket around off of a couple
engine bolts. Filters fuel better than any existing secondary fuel filter kit on the market. Our
brackets mount 2" higher than most brands completely hiding it inside and above the frame rail
for protection. Reduces engine area under-hood clutter. Kits include high quality steel fittings
not brass and fuel hose. Kits include everything needed to install. You will need to provide 12
volt power to the pump. Maximizes pump and injector life. Will not drop fuel pressure. Bio-diesel
B compatible. Noticeable smoother idle. Detailed color picture instructions included in kits and
online. Proven track record of filtration success from thousands of truck owners. Prices include
shipping to your door with tracking! Both kits are described below. Click here for the Frequently
Asked Questions page. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given below only. This
filter assembly Is also highly sought after for using with a Remote Filter locating plate since the
angle of the lines are perfect. We do not sell the remote filter bracket but there are many sellers
here on ebay that do. Please ask any and all questions Prior to Buy it now. Why
Number1GMparts? We will not pass off a brown box or Delco as being GM. They might look the
same but they have not been through GM testing nor do they carry a GM dealer to dealer
warranty. International Shipping : We are part of eBay Global shipping service so if it shows a
shipping amount it ships. We do not have anything to do with the shipping nor taxes. But
unless Noted items are shipped with GM packaging. Feel free to ask questions, but the
responsibility of diagnosis will be up to you. If an item is purchased and does not correct your
Problem, We cannot take it back. The fuel line connections are not the same on the new housing
compared to the original housing on duramax. There were banjo fittings rather than formed
steel lines. After much frustration and stretching of the fuel lines I did get it to connect but I will
not by this style again. However the housing and primer seem of good quality and it comes with
a high quality filter. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: am-autoparts. Verified
purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: partscontainer. I bought it for a project truck so I haven't
used it yet. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: number1gmparts. Skip to main
content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab. Add to
Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel. Check if
this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Mouse over to Zoom - Click to enlarge. Trusted
seller, fast shipping, and easy returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or
tab. Get the item you ordered or get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back
Guarantee - opens in new window or tab. Seller information number1gmparts Contact seller.
Visit store. See other items More See all. Item Information Condition:. Sign in to check out
Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from watch list. Watch list is full. Longtime
Member. This amount is subject to change until you make payment. For additional information,
see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item
location:. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. For additional
information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or
tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. Estimated
between Thu. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any international
shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new
window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges are paid in part to
Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping is paid
in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab. Sponsored items from
this seller. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Report item - opens in a new window or tab. This
translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting
translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and accessibility of the resulting translation is
not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage.

Please wait. We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not
compatible with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. Oops, something
went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible with below
vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information contained
in this table have been provided by number1gmparts. Number 1 Gm Parts number1gmparts
Search within store. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the seller has not
specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and request a
shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a valid ZIP
Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the Global
Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window or
tab. There are 1, items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to 1, Select a valid
country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes may be
applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is covered
by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details. Payment
methods. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 6 reviews. Not the
same The fuel line connections are not the same on the new housing compared to the original
housing on duramax. X Previous image. Fuel filter assembly Good quality X Previous image.
Good X Previous image. This part was a direct fit This part was a direct fit. Why is this review
inappropriate? This is a private listing and your identity will not be disclosed to anyone except
the seller. Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens
in a new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest opens in a new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this
variation. International Priority Shipping. This listing is for part or sub-assembly number given
below only. Please review our interchange above in the compatibility table to verify proper
fitment of your vehicle. Or contact us for a quick response. Keep in mind interchange tables
apply only to American Market vehicles. If you live outside of the USA please research and
verify it fits your vehicle before purchasing. Tracking numbers will be emailed upon shipment.
Most items ship the same business day if ordered before PM EST including expedited shipping
orders. Interchange tables are for American Market Vehicles. Contact us to verify fitment on
international vehicles. Please contact us before returning items or leaving anything but positive
feedback. International buyers are responsible for return shipping. We do not accept returns
based solely on where a part is manufactured. We combine shipping on the same item. If you
wish to purchase multiple items plase contact us. As a retired GM tech who has worked on the
GM diesels from the 5. This filter unit is used on engines after Engines built prior to that use a
unit that has different hose angles. That said, this filter unit is a factory unit sold by a reputable
dealer. I couldn't be happier with the product or the service. It's exact fit made it a very simple
installation. It comes with the water in fuel sensor, fuel filter and fuel heater as part of the
assembly. You do nothing but remove old unit and install new unit. Fill the filter with clean fuel
before installing it and the system will purge the air out on its own. Summery: Great part, make
sure you get the right one for your truck. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by:
smartchevrolet2. The fuel ports are not properly pointing in the right direction and required
elbows and longer fuel lines when there is very limited room for the longer lines making it a
difficult replacement. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: bigoem-auto The part fit
the same spot where the older one was, but the inlet and outlet pipes are not exactly the same
as the original part close but not exact. As part of the installation, I had to replace the two fuel
lines, which turned the job into a much longer process than expected. The truck used to get
going and automatically cut off, and the only way to start it was to use the primer pump. While
not clear in the posting, it also comes included with the fuel filter, so the value is great. Was a
nice upgrade wish it solved my P engine code but the search continues I guess? Other than that
I made a small L bracket to have the housing sit further back to allow the return line and
incoming line not kink. Took 20mins to install looks great and is working properly. Only reason I
gave 4 star because it says from fitment, but LB7s need a little modification other than just
longer fuel lines. Verified purchase: Yes Condition: new Sold by: marksdiesel. Apparently, my
old housing had an air leak I didn't know about. Changed the filter, then rebuilt the old housing
with new o-rings. It's primer worked before the injector flush, but after running the GM upper
engine cleaner through it, the air leak opened up and it wouldn't prime. This unit solved the
problem, and I've got the O-rings for a rebuild if necessary from the old one, plus a new filter I
replaced after the flush. Problem is, I still get limp mode so there's air still getting in the system
from somewhere injectors pressure reading good. Nice to have OEM parts on the truck, though.
Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share
on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab.
Add to Watchlist. People who viewed this item also viewed. Showing Slide 1 of 1 - Carousel.

Check if this part fits your vehicle. Picture Information. Trusted seller, fast shipping, and easy
returns. Learn more - Top Rated Plus - opens in new window or tab. Get the item you ordered or
get your money back. Learn more - eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in new window or tab.
Seller information partscontainer Contact seller. Visit store. See other items More See all. Item
Information Condition:. Sign in to check out Check out as guest. Add to Watchlist Remove from
watch list. Watch list is full. Limited quantity remaining. Longtime Member. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Item location:. Nashville,
Tennessee, United States. Ships to:. United States and many other countries See details. For
additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new
window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other
fees. Estimated between Wed. Delivery times may vary, especially during peak periods. Any
international shipping and import charges are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More opens in a new window or tab International shipping and import charges paid to Pitney Bowes
Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any international shipping and import charges
are paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window or tab Any
international shipping is paid in part to Pitney Bowes Inc. Learn More - opens in a new window
or tab. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. TP assembly 6. Report item opens in a new window or tab. This translation tool is for your convenience only. The accuracy
and accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Note: The accuracy and
accessibility of the resulting translation is not guaranteed. Seller assumes all responsibility for
this listing. My Garage. Go to My Garage. Please wait. We were unable to complete your request.
Please try again later. This part is not compatible with this. Compatibility information is not
available for this item. Oops, something went wrong. This part is compatible with below vehicle
s. This part is compatible with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended.
Portions of the information contained in this table have been provided by partscontainer.
Partscontainer partscontainer Search within store. Shipping and Cancellation Policy. All orders
are processed automatically. Before you place your order, please: Verify that the item fits your
car. Please run eBay's fitment tool and read the entire description and all notes on the page for
proper verification. If you're still unsure if the part fits your car, please contact us for
assistance. Verify that the item you're about to purchase will solve the problem with your car.
Verify that you've inputted the correct delivery address at checkout. Return Policy. Payments
Terms. Electrical Parts Policy. Shipping and handling. This item will ship to Ukraine , but the
seller has not specified shipping options. Contact the seller - opens in a new window or tab and
request a shipping method to your location. Shipping cost cannot be calculated. Please enter a
valid ZIP Code. No additional import charges at delivery! This item will be shipped through the
Global Shipping Program and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new
window or tab. There are 10 items available. Please enter a number less than or equal to Select
a valid country. Please enter 5 or 9 numbers for the ZIP Code. Domestic handling time. Taxes
may be applicable at checkout. Learn more. Return policy. No returns or exchanges, but item is
covered by the eBay Money Back Guarantee - opens in a new window or tab. Payment details.
Payment methods. Ratings and Reviews Write a review. Most relevant reviews See all 72
reviews. Duramax fuel filter asm. X Previous image. Poor replacement The fuel ports are not
properly pointing in the right direction and required elbows and longer fuel lines when there is
very limited room for the longer lines making it a difficult replacement. Slight change to make it
work on LB7 Was a nice upgrade wish it solved my P engine code but the search continues I
guess? Worked for me! Why is this review inappropriate? Back to home page. Listed in
category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new window or tab Share on Twitter
- opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a new window or tab Add to
Watchlist. Image not available Photos not available for this variation. Genuine GM. Return Policy
Please contact us before returning items or leaving anything but positive feedback.
International Priority Shipping. Skip to main content. Include description. Brand Type. Genuine
OEM 19 Items Unbranded 13 Items Aftermarket Branded 10 Items Private Label 2 Items 2. Not
Specified 62 Items ACDelco 4 Items 4. General Motors 12 Items Isuzu 4 Items 4. OEM 9 Items 9.
Unspecified Length 10 Items Lifetime 9 Items 9. Fitment Type. Direct Replacement 52 Items Not
Specified 48 Items Fuel Type. Diesel 75 Items Not Specified 31 Items Filter For. Water 23 Items
Not Specified 83 Items New Items Used 17 Items Please provide a valid price range. Buying
Format. All Listings. Buy It Now. Item Location. Canada Only. North America. Delivery Options.
Free International Shipping. Free In-store Pickup. Free Local Pickup. Show only. Free Returns.
Returns Accepted. Authorized Seller. Completed Items. Sold Items. More filters Any Condition
New Used. Gallery View Customize. See search results that fit your vehicle. Select Vehicle Tell
us about your vehicle to find the right parts faster. Last one. Almost gone. Free returns.

Shipping not specified. Amounts shown in italicized text are for items listed in currency other
than Canadian dollars and are approximate conversions to Canadian dollars based upon
Bloomberg's conversion rates. For more recent exchange rates, please use the Universal
Currency Converter. This page was last updated: Feb Number of bids and bid amounts may be
slightly out of date. See each listing for international shipping options and costs. The GM is a
direct fit for This requires additional fuel line and rerouting to work properly. You will not have
the ability to reconnect the filter head heater wires. Click Here for the LB7 Kit. Have peace of
mind knowing that you are getting the best price guaranteed by shopping with XDP. Fitment
verification applies to year, make and engine only. Individual details such as model, trim
packages, build dates, and other factory options can change fitment and must be verified by
customer. Help Desk. Contact Us. Shop All. My Account Access My Garage. View All. USD Part :
GM Add To My Build List. Over time, the stock fuel filter head can leak or become damaged
causing poor running conditions, hard starting and more. This Fuel Filter Head will restore
proper operation to your fuel system. Shipping Length Shipping Width 8. Shipping Height 8 in.
Eric Texas December 21st, The part was a perfect fit no issues with the installation. Fast
shipping. Tony Michigan November 29th, Only place I could find it. Super fast shipping.
Definitely will shop here again! Pete Central Wisconsin November 18th, Excellent service. Can't
thank you enough. Overall Rating. Email Address will not be made public. Send me an email if
my review is approved. Customer Photos See what others built Submit your photo. Will this
work with my LB7? View Staff Answer. Answer The GM is a direct fit for Will this work on a
LBZ? Does this come with the filter? Answer Yes, this includes the filter! There are two different
applacations for filter housings will this work on either one? Ask a question about this product
Please allow up to 1 business day for reply. View Details. PART :. Part : XD Have peace of mind
knowing that you are getting the best price guaranteed by shopping with XDP. Fitment
verification applies to year, make and engine only. Individual details such as model, trim
packages, build dates, and other factory options can change fitment and must be verified by
customer. Help Desk. Contact Us. Shop All. My Account Access My Garage. View All. USD Add
To My Build List. Over time, the seals in the factory filter head are known to leak causing issues
such as hard starting, air leaks, and priming issues. Replacing the entire assembly eliminates
the hassle of having to rebuild the unit. Shipping Length 5 in. Shipping Width 15 in. Shipping
Height 5 in. So we ordered this. This one worked for us; truck up and running, and hasn't
stopped for a week and counting. Paul New Mexico February 14th, Over all easy to install
basically identical to oem and so far no problems. Keith KS February 12th, Easy install, fit
perfectly and works great. Overall Rating. Email Address will not be made public. Send me an
email if my review is approved. Customer Photos See what others built Submit your photo. Is
this part the filter housing, filter and water tester? View Staff Answer. Does this filter come with
plastic bleader or upgraded brass or aluminum. I have an aftermarket lift pump will it handle the
8 to 10 lbs of line presure? Does this come with a filter as well? Answer Yes, the filter is
included. Ask a question about this product Please allow up to 1 business day for reply. View
Details. PART :. Part : XD A common problem with high-mileage Duramax trucks is that the fuel
filter head assembly begins to develop air leaks. With age as well as use of ULSD and bio-diesel
fuels, the O-rings in the filter head assembly can begin to allow air to bleed into the system,
causing the fuel system to loose its prime. Early signs of a leak include extended cranking after
the truck has been sitting for long periods as well as the engine starting and then dying. As the
problem worsens, it may become impossible to restart the truck without manually priming it
when parked on an incline. External fuel leaks can develop as well, and will be evidenced by fuel
puddles on the ground or on top of the filter assembly. Your GM dealer will most likely suggest
replacing the entire assembly, but the team at Merchant Automotive has better and less
expensive solutions: they have developed several repair kits that require only hand tools and
basic mechanical skill. Remember, this is an overview of the process; if you have questions
about the specifics you can consult the team at Merchant Automotive or your local diesel
performance shop. You can also watch a video of the process on the Merchant Automotive
website. If you plan to rebuild the filter assembly yourself, set aside a couple hours and be sure
to practice safe shop techniques. After rebuilding and reinstalling the filter assembly you will
need to prime the fuel system before starting the truck. Prime the system by pumping the
primer plunger repeatedly until it becomes firm, and then start the engine. After starting, make a
thorough check for fuel leaks before driving the truck. A billet aluminum bleeder screw replaces
the factory-installed plastic bleeder screw, which is flimsy and prone to stripping and cracking.
All of the billet aluminum parts are anodized black for durability and good looks, and they
feature a laser-etched MA logo. You can rebuild your fuel filter assembly without the billet parts,
but we think the full kit is a wise investment. Phaff removed the filter assembly, rebuilt it and
reinstalled it in about an hour, including our typical photography slowdowns. Follow along over

the next few pages to see the basics of Phaff rebuilding the filter head assembly. The filter
assembly on this truck was not leaking fuel externally, but it was allowing air to bleed back into
the fuel system causing the CP3 to loose its prime. The truck would not start unless the fuel
system was manually primed. Jake Phaff began the installation by removing the passenger-side
intercooler tube to make it easier to access the fuel filter assembly. With clear access to the fuel
filter assembly, Phaff loosened the spring clamps on the fuel lines and slid the lines off the
fittings. Moving to the wheel well, he removed the fasteners from the forward portion of the
inner fender liner, and then pulled the liner back to allow him easy access to the underside of
the fuel filter assembly. Both the water-in-fuel sensor harness and the fuel heater harness must
be unplugged before the filter assembly can be removed from the engine. With everything
disconnected, Phaff was able to unbolt and remove the complete filter assembly from the truck.
Looking at the water-in-fuel sensor harness, it was obvious that it was ready to fail see arrow. In
fact, when positioning the harness for our photos, the corroded lead actually broke away from
the sensor. Before rebuilding the head, the filter and WIF sensor need to be removed from the
head. Be sure to dispose of remaining fuel properly. With the filter removed, Phaff removed the
screws securing the heater assembly with a T Torx bit. He then disconnected the heater power
lead and pushed the heater assembly out of the filter head, making sure not to loose the spring
or check ball in the process. Next, Phaff removed the Torx screws securing the plunger to the
filter head, noting the position of the fuel heater ground lead. The cap, retainer, primer and
spring could now be removed from the head. Using a pick tool, Phaff removes the old O-rings
from the fuel heater, filter head and primer assembly. After the filter head is completely
disassembled, Phaff cleans it with a steady stream of brake cleaner to dislodge any dirt or
debris that may have accumulated over the years in order to make sure it does not get inside
the fuel system during reassembly. The replacement O-rings from the kit are installed next.
They must be fully seated and not twisted, and lubricated with a small amount of clean engine
oil so they will slide into position during assembly without snagging and getting damaged.
When installing the new O-rings on the plunger section, the lips of the O-rings must face away
from each other as shown here. The plunger assembly is reinstalled on the top of the filter head
with the fuel heater ground lead in the same position as when it was removed. Phaff replaced
the flimsy plastic fuel bleeder with the new billet aluminum bleeder included in the Master Kit.
Pumping the primer with a finger covering the inlet port tests the new O-ring seals; it should
develop a vacuum. If it does not, one of the O-rings may be missing or cut. He then installed the
filter on the filter head. Phaff installs the complete assembly o
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n the engine using the longer mounting bolts supplied with the kit. He starts each bolt into the
threads in the filter head, leaving room for the spacer to be installed. After installing the spacer,
the bolts are fully tightened to secure the filter assembly to the engine. The next step is to
reinstall the inlet and outlet fuel lines and slide the clamps into position to secure the fuel lines.
Moving back down to the wheel well, Phaff plugs in the fuel heater harness and secures the WIF
harness before reinstalling the inner fender liner. To complete the installation the fuel system
needs to be primed again by pumping the plunger on top of the filter head then purging the air
from the system through the bleeder screw. This process may need to be repeated a few times
to get all of the air out of the system. After starting the truck, check for leaks before driving.
Parts Rack Diesel Engines. Live Feed. We use cookies to optimise our website and give you the
best experience on our website.

